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Independence and National Day
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Independence!

It’s the garland in my heart!
It’s the wing with which I fly.
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What does Freedom Mean?
Syed Anwar Husain

In 1911 Emperor George V asked

balance sheet can be made by inter-

a result, he could look both forward

Gokhel, the nationalist leader of

preting the three meanings of free-

and backward. Physically we cannot

India, why the Indians wanted

dom. To celebrate the Independence

be Janus but mentally we can. We

freedom in spite of their ample

Day is not merely ritualistic; nor is it

can make a comparative study of

prosperity brought about by the

to be overwhelmed with emotions.

the present and the past opening

English. Gokhel’s prompt answer was

The celebration of independence is

our mental eyes to the front and

that being independent the Indians

also to make a balance sheet in the

the back; we can even visualize the

wanted to establish self-dignity. That

deep corner of the psyche. It may

future.

means, in Gokhel’s opinion freedom

be mentioned that the meaning of

was synonymous to self-dignity.

freedom will be manifested if such

Let us then come to the first item

a balance sheet is made year after

of the balance sheet, which is

Poet Shamsur Rahman says in a

year. That means, we will be able to

self-dignity. A well-known poet’s

poem, “Freedom means farmers’

realize whether we are making any

verse goes: “Say who wants to live

smile in the crop-field”. It is not

progress or not in the achievement

without freedom”. To live without

difficult to understand that freedom

of the meaning of freedom. However,

freedom is to live without dignity.

here means economic emancipation.

there is doubt about how many of us

Be it individually or collectively,

do it or if anybody does it or not. But

the spirit of freedom is, therefore,

Eminent American historian Han-

it appears that everybody should do

the most desirable thing. In both

nah Arendt has an epoch-making

it, because the equation of expec-

these perspectives, the process of

essay entitled ‘Freedom’. One of the

tations and achievements centering

fulfilling such expectations is called

eye-catching sentences in the essay

the freedom will not be possible

the establishment of self-determina-

is: Freedom means responsibility.

until we do it.

tion. When Bangabandhu said in his
7 March speech, “You can no more

To flourish in the spirit of independence is, indeed, a responsibility,

In fact, to make such a balance sheet

suppress the Bangalis”, the message

especially for the leadership of an

expecting the meaning of freedom,

of the Bangalis’ establishment of

independent community of people.

we have to be like the legendary

self-determination was implicit in it.

Roman God Janus. Janus is known

And the process of establishing the

to have two faces and four eyes. As

self-determination was the Libera-

The meaning of our freedom and its
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tion War. The Liberation War proved:
Bravo, Bangladesh/ The world gazes
in wonder,/ The Bangalis will be
burned to death/ Yet they won’t bow
down their heads.
We have not bowed down our heads.
With the success in defeating our enemies we have made a place in the
world by raising our heads, straightening our backbones and freeing
our freedom from any risk. In the
above-mentioned quotation poet
Sukanto has hinted at the Bangalis’
eternal revolutionary spirit. That
the Liberation War was the final expression of our revolutionary spirit
does not require any argument and
evidence. It is not an exaggeration
to say that the revolutionary spirit of
the Bangalis has created a sovereign
existence in the name of Bangladesh
on the board of linguistic nationalism. It is this state which indicates
the Bangalis’ self-dignity. Freedom is
our achievement. The safeguard of
freedom is our credit.
Has anything been added to this
achievement and credit in the last
four and a half decades? On the
basis of more than one index, we
can say without any hesitation that
we have had a lot of additions. The
ruined Bangladesh of 1972 is now
the name of a country with a lofty
position in the world. We have a lot

abandhu gave instructions for an

Therefore, the on-going struggle for

over-all freedom to be achieved in

an over-all freedom in Bangladesh

world for various reasons.

the independent Bangladesh. For

will go unabated until the goal is

that reason we can say that the

achieved. Until now, we have both

Poet Shamsur Rahman has ex-

liberation war came to an end on 16

success and failure in this struggle.

December 1971 and the struggle for

However, failure means that we have

freedom started from 17 December

not been able to achieve what we

1971 and that struggle is still going

should have achieved or what we are

on. This struggle is not to end; it will

determined to achieve.

of failures and deviations; yet Bangladesh is now a model in the third

pressed many meanings in his poem
“Freedom,You”. But the meaning
expressed in the quoted verse is
economic emancipation. It may be
remembered that the reference to
freedom has come more than once
in Bangabandhu’s 7 March speech
but the reference to independence
has come only once. However, the
step to freedom is created on the
basis of independence. And Bang-

go on until the final goal is achieved.
However, the achievement of the

The successes in the socio-eco-

final goal has not been possible

nomic sector that did us proud and

in any country or system but to

surprised the world actually started

remain steadfast in the aim is all

in an unfavorable environment.

important. In other words, indepen-

Looking at the post-war damage of

dence without the aim of freedom is

Bangladesh, a Dr. Henry Kissinger

nothing but a farce of independence.

made an oblique prophesy that
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Bangladesh would be a bottomless
basket. Dr. Kissinger was famous
as a paper diplomat, not as a real
one because he was unsuccessful in
the real diplomacy of stopping the
emergence of Bangladesh. Whatever else he may have been, he was
not a seer of the future. The rapid
progress of today’s Bangladesh in
the socio-economic sector is the evidence. There is no denying the fact
that Bangladesh appeared to be a
bottomless basket at the beginning
but today the bottom of that basket

rich and the poor is also increas-

democratic rights. For this reason,

ing resulting in the social unrest.

Bangladesh emerged with a kind of

It is remarkable that the index of

structural commitment to democ-

the social crime is going upward.

racy. The 1972 Constitution was a

Moreover, there is also a disparity

symbol of democratic commitment.

between the urban and rural areas.

But later on our democracy got lost

economy.

There is also employment deficiency

like a river in a desert. The military

and the problem of unemployment.

rule, which was unimaginable and

However, it is mentionable that there

At one point in his speech on his

which was the tradition of Pakistan,

return from the Pakistani prison on

was imposed on Bangladesh and it

10 January 1972, Bangabandhu said,”

continued until 1990. In the face a of

If the people of the country have to

strong mass movement, the military

starve, if the unemployed youths

autocrat retreated and the door

do not get a job, then our indepen-

to the freedom of democracy then

dence will be fruitless”. The people

opened. But even if we look back

of the country now have no prob-

now and ask if democracy has got

lem of food, because Bangladesh

freedom, the answer is sure to be

is not a country of food deficiency.

mixed. We have advanced much on

The rate of mass poverty has also

the way to democracy but the des-

come down. But the solution to the

tination is still far away. It is known

problem of unemployment has not

to all that the journey to democracy

yet been satisfactory. As there is

is a matter of time; democracy does

initiative, the success is inevitable in

not come overnight within a short

course of time.

time. It has nowhere been possible.

has become very strong. Moreover,
although the basket is not full to the
brim, there is no lack of initiative
for it and this initiative has drawn
the attention of the World Bank, the
guardian of the capitalistic world

was/is still no dearth of local or
foreign conspiracy for keeping Bangladesh as a bottomless basket forever. Nevertheless, Bangladesh has
kept its autonomy-based progress
unhindered. It may be remembered
that because of the conspiracy after
the independence African socialism
failed in the sixties and seventies
of the last century. Had this African
pattern of socialism survived, the
African countries today would have
been able to make a lot of progress.
But Bangladesh, on the other hand,
could not be suppressed. Bangladesh today is a wonderful country

So our role in the responsibility to
Let us now come to the last meaning

democracy is partial. For the whole-

of freedom. How much responsi-

ness of the role, initiatives are on.

ble were/are we to our freedom?

We can, therefore, be optimistic too.

and Pakistan in many fields.

Our responsibility has surely been

Until the final goal is achieved, it is

reflected in our achievement so far.

more reasonable to call Bangladesh

However, the socio-economic growth

On the other hand, what we have

a state of democratization rather

not been able to achieve demon-

than a democratic state.

which has turned around at least in
the economic standard. And in this
regard it has surpassed both India

and progress does not mean that
we have achieved the final goal of
liberation. There is still a big gap
between our expectations and
achievements. The number of the
rich is apparently increasing and
for that reason the gap between the

strates our irresponsibility. However,
irresponsibility also entails unfavorable environment. Let us consider
the case of democracy. During our
long relationship of 8883 days with
Pakistan we were deprived of our

Translation:
M. Jahurul Islam
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Culture and Heritages Tourism of Bangladesh
ZIAUL HAQUE HOWLADER

History unravels that Bangladesh has been the cradle of civilization, a centre

number of monuments and sites

of cultural diffusion, since the dawn of history of mankind. It was the meet-

protected in the then East Pakistan

ing ground of various peoples in different states of civilization, the most

under the Ancient Monument Pres-

primitive as well as the most advanced. The cultural history of Bangladesh

ervation Act was 80, whereas, the

is one of the greatest and glorious heritages, which every Bangladeshi is le-

number has now increased to 345.

gitimately proud of. Each phase of the history of Bangladesh has its distinct

The department of Archeology in

characteristics and every race of people who came and settled here, left its

Bangladesh, the government agency

individual racial, religious or cultural impacts in the form of temples, stupas,

responsible for preservation and

monasteries and mosque along with their associated objects.

conservation of cultural property in
the country has not only protected

Bangladesh is a country of diverse
attractions, bountiful nature and
friendly millions with more than a
millennium of cultural heritage.
The landscape of Bangladesh looks

systems are, thus, fundamental

like a magical tapestry in green

to the country’s economy and the

woven intricately by nature criss-

people’s way of life.

these monuments, but has also
taken the responsibility to conserve
them through specialized methods
so that these are preserved in their
original features for the posterity.
Basically an agricultural country,

crossed by a network of several
major rivers and their numerous

In Bangladesh the Cultural land-

tributaries and canals. In fact, Ban-

marks of antiquity range from the

gladesh is the largest riverine delta

3rd century B.C. to the 19th A.D. At

in the world. The extensive river

the time of Independence the total

Lalbag kella
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Bangladesh is also steadily marching towards industrialization with investment
from home and abroad. Bangladesh is literally a multi-faced cultural collage.
Its deep-rooted heritage is amply reflected in its architecture, literature, dance,
drama, music and painting. Influenced by great religion-Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism and Christianity- Bangladesh has been a melting pot of diverse races and
confluence of civilizations.
Sculpture, tapestry, engravings are developing along the main stream contemporary art, drama, mainly of indigenous origin, has distinct feature. Pantomime,
puppet, theatre, caricature, acrobatics and circuses have their own novelties.
Music in Bangladesh has developed through centuries along the three mainstreams-folk, modern and classical. Folk, Tribal and Classical are the prominent
forms of dances.
Visual arts and crafts are important attractions for tourists and can be a source
of income for residence of the tourism areas including people living in village
and rural areas. For the authenticity of local arts and crafts, these arts reflect
local designs, materials and craft skills. . Bangladesh has developed some
special areas like Dhamrai, Comilla, Sonargaon, Rajshahi, which are famous for
local arts and crafts. Government has taken some institutional measures for

Motif
other types of folk songs. Rabindra
Sangeet and Nazrul Sangeet are
Bangalees’ precious heritage. Modern music is also practiced widely.
Contemporary patterns have more
inclinations to west. Pop song and
band groups are also coming up
mainly in Dhaka City.
Bangladesh has a rich tradition of
Art. Specimens of ancient terracotta
and pottery show remarkable artistry. Modern painting was pioneered
by artists like Zainul Abedin, Qamrul
Hasan and S.M. Sultan. Zainul Abedin
and S.M. Sultan earned worldwide
fame by their stunning sketches of
the Bengal Famine in 1943. Other
famous artists of Bangladesh are
Abdur Razzak, Qayyum Chowdhury,

Folk Museum at Sonargaon

Murtaza Baseer, Aminul Islam, Deb-

The whole Bangladesh is famous for
arts and crafts

das Chakraborty, Kazi Abdul Baset,
Syed Jahangir, and Mohammad
Kibria.
The earliest available specimen of
Bengali literature is about a thou-

developing and marketing different

art galleries located independently

sand years old. During the mediaeval

sorts of visual arts and crafts.

or in hotels and at special exhibits.

period, Bengali Literature developed

Cultural tourism can also provide

Various sorts of arts and crafts exhi-

considerably with the patronage of

a market for the contemporary art

bitions are regularly held in differ-

Muslim rulers. Chandi Das, Daulat

of paintings and sculpture that are

ent galleries, hotels, and motels of

Kazi and Alaol are some of the fa-

well developed in many places, often

Bangladesh.

mous poets of the period. The era of

through university educational pro-

modern Bengali Literature began in

grammes of Bangladesh. Contempo-

Bangla music arena is enriched with

the late nineteenth century Rabin-

rary arts are being sold to tourists at

Jari, Shari, Bhatiali, Murshidi and

dranath Tagore, the Nobel Laureate
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is a vital part of Bangalee culture. Kazi Nazrul Islam, Michael Madhusudan Datta. Sarat Chandra Chattopadhaya, Bankim Chandra Chattopadhaya, Mir Mosharraf Hossain and Kazi Ahdul Wadud are the pioneers of
modern Bengali Literature.
The other important segment of Cultural tourism in Bangladesh is
archaeological heritages. Cultural tourism based on archaeological
heritages is being developed in a significant manner. Since Bangladesh
inherits a rich cultural heritage of its colourful history of more than two
and a half millennia it plays a vital role in the development of cultural
tourism in the country. It has a good market share compare Fairs and
festivals, both religious and social always play a significant role in the
life of the people of Bangladesh. Bengali New Year’s Day, Independence
Day, National Martyr’s Day- the International Mother Language Day,
Eid-ul-fitr, Eid-ul Azha, Durga Puja, Christmas Day, Buddha Purnima are
a few of such occasions to mention. Beside these, various fairs and
exhibitions are held throughout the country round the year.
The cultural resources of Bangladesh for tourism, such as the visual
and performing arts, crafts, traditional dress, ceremonies, architecture
and life styles are being technologically developed, interpreted and
managed. These are also significant aspects of the cultural heritage
of a particular area of Bangladesh, which are being preserved for the

Various fairs and
exhibitions are
held throughout the country
round the year.
benefit of residents. In many places,
cultural traditions are being lost
because of the influences of modern
development generally. Cultural
tourism can be an important vehicle
for revitalizing and conserving, often
on a selective basis, these cultural
traditions because they are attractions for tourists.
Bangladesh, at present, is applying
new technologies in the presentation and interpretation of historic
and cultural sites to draw more
tourists. For a country like Bangladesh where culture and tradition are
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unique, variant and having long historical background and significance,
installation of adoptable technology
is necessary. Hence, Bangladesh is
trying its level best to apply
A common and often successful
approach for presentation and sales
of arts and crafts is development of
integrated craft centres or “villages”.
The Govt. of Bangladesh has plans
to set up such type of centres or
villages specially at Sonargaon in
near future. These centers will be
designed in the local traditional
architectural style and will contain a
large number of shops, demonstrations of arts and crafts production,
snacks bars, restaurants and other
tourist facilities.
Traditional dance, music and drama
performances of Bangladesh are
also of much interest to many
tourists. There are also institutional
training programmes in Bangladesh
to ensure high quality levels of the
performances. Bangladesh, being a
newly tourism-developed country,
puts forth best effort to find out the
techniques for the management and
marketing of its tourism at historic
and cultural sites, with particular
reference to mass destinations.
The traditional music in Bangladesh
shares the perspectives of that of
the Indian sub-continent. Music
in Bangladesh can be divided into
three distinct categories - classical, folk and modern. The classical
music, both vocal and instrumental
is rooted in the remote-past of the
sub-continent. Ustad Alauddin Khan
and Ustad Ayet Ali Khan are two
names in classical instrumental music who are internationally known.
The store of folk song abounds in
spiritual lyrics of Lalan Shah, Hasan
Raja, Romesh Shill and
to other segments of the tourism
industry. Bangladesh believes cultural tourism can include all products

associated with public archaeo-

in Bagerhat district, Wari-Bateswar

logical promotion, including visit

in Narsingdi District, Panam City in

to archaeological sites, museums, in-

Narayanganj, Tajhat Zamindar Bari in

terpretation centres, re-enactments

Rangpur, Paharpur Monastery (also a

of historical occurrences, and the

UNESCO designated World Heritage

rediscovery of indigenous products,

Site) in Naogaon district, Kantaji

festivals, etc.

Temple in Dinajpur District, Lalbag
Fort in Dhaka, etc.

Though the total enumeration of
archaeological heritage sites in the

All these monuments create a centre

country is not yet complete but the

of attention to a large number of

survey in four divisions i.e., Rajshahi,

visitors both from home and abroad.

Khulna, Barisal and Dhaka indicates

Bangladesh has plenty of opportu-

that the number of sites of various

nity for developing cultural tourism.

nature and dimensions may be more

Tourist can observe harmony, peace,

than two thousand. So far only 417

prevailing among the people of dif-

have been declared as protected ar-

ferent religions in this country.

chaeological sites for which Department of Archaeology is supposed
to preserve and promote. Of them
about 30% are cultural mounds,
which needs to be exposed and the
rest are either standing monuments
or exposed by archaeological excavation and subsequently preserved.
The latter two categories include
city site, palace, port, bridge, road,
monastery, temple, mosque, tomb,
fort, inns etc. Notable of them are
Mahasthagarh and Pundranagar in
Bogra district, Mainamati in Comilla
district, 60-domed mosque (a UNESCO designated World Heriatge Site

*The writer is a Tourism Analyst &
Senior Deputy Manager of Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation (Govt.
Tourism Organization) .
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Since its birth Bengal has harbored
the free spirit of entrepreneurs. The
muslin, spices and other premium
produces has its exclusive market
over the globe. Before the colonial

Bangladesh:
New Opportunities for
Investment

accession by British Bengal was considered the fourth largest exporting
country in the world. The balance
of trade was always tilted to Bengal
since colonization. Things have
changed as the economic instruments were destroyed.
In recent years the economy of
Bangladesh is taking a fare turn.

Bangladesh is a winning combination of competitive market, business-friendly environment and competitive cost structure that can give
you best returns.

The growth of economy is persistent
for a decade registering 6% growth
promising to reach 7% in years to
come. Bangladesh is now trying to
establish itself as the next rising star
in South Asia for foreign investment.

market forces, with the government

strains have been reduced to a min-

facilitating growth.

imum. The government has steadily
liberalized its trade regime. Signifi-

The government has moved speedily

cant progress has been achieved in

to translate its vision of becoming

reducing non-tariff restrictions

MIC (Middle Income Country ) by

enjoy duty-free access to India along

2021 through policy plans such the

with EU, Japan and other developed

both foreign and local.

‘7th five year Plan’, ‘Perspective Plan’,

countries.

Bangladesh has been quick to

(NSSS), appropriate Sustainable

Strong local market and growth

Development Goals etc.

Bangladesh has proved to be an at-

The government has implemented a
number of policy reforms designed
to create a more open and competitive climate for private investment,

undertake major restructuring for
establishing a market economy, key
role played by the private sector.
Its current development strategy is
based on the creation and distribution of wealth through the acceleration of growth driven by competitive

National Social Security Strategy

tractive investment location with its
Bangladesh has been consistently

170 million populations and consis-

pursuing an open-door investment

tent economic growth for a decade

policy and playing a catalytic role

leading to strong and growing

to augment private investment. For

domestic demand.

that regulatory controls and con-
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Low cost of energy
Energy prices in Bangladesh are
most competitive in the region.
Proven export competitiveness
Bangladesh enjoys tariff-free access
to the European Union, Canada and
Japan. In Europe, Bangladesh enjoys
60% of RMG market share and is one
of the top manufacturing exporter.

(per capita) growth prospects.

Competitive Incentives

Goldman Sachs branded as Bangladesh is in ‘Next 11’ list after the BRIC nations

Bangladesh offers the most liberal
FDI regime in South Asia, allowing
100% foreign equity with unrestricted exit policy, remittance of royalty
and repatriation of equity and
dividend.
Export and Economic Zones
Bangladesh offers export oriented
industrial enclaves with infrastructural facilities and logistical support
for foreign investors. Building
Economic zone is in the process. The
Country is also developing its core
infrastructures, roads, highways,
surface transport and port facilities
for a better business environment.
Positive Environment
A largely homogenous society with
people living in harmony irrespective of race and religion. Bangladesh
is a democratic country enjoying
broad bi-partisan political support
for private investment. A legal and
policy framework for business is
conductive for foreign investment.
Increasing trade integration
Labor cost advantage (less than half
the average of other Asian economies)

Acclamation on
Bangladesh:
Citi Investment Research & Analysis
termed Bangladesh, China, Egypt,
India, Indonesia, Iraq, Mongolia,
Nigeria, Philippines, Sri Lanka and
Vietnam have the most promising

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) commented on the economy of Bangladesh as Resilient export and remittance flows have bolstered growth and
external stability
The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) dismissed the previous branding of Bangladesh
saying , ‘Basket Case’ No More - with a higher growth rate, a lower birth rate,
and a more internationally competitive economy,
JPMorganChase commented Bangladesh The country ranks fourth in growth in
economically active population.
Morgan Stanley has commented Bangladesh is at the very early stages of an
investment boom…
New York Times has termed Bangladesh as “an unlikely corner of Asia, strong
promise of growth”…
An HSBC report (2012),titled ‘The World in 2050’, listed Bangladesh as one of the
top 7 countries expected to deliver the fastest growth en route to 2050.
“World Economic Situation and Prospects 2013” of United Nations termed Bangladesh as “ …strong growth performances continued… ”.
The Global Competitive Report 2013” of World Economic Forum (WEF) reported
that Bangladesh has elevated to 8 stages point this year
• Bangladesh has ‘never defaulted in its debt repayments, nor asked for its
rescheduling
• Bangladesh has an open, market based economy led by a vibrant and
innovative private sector which provides the main stimulus to its growth
• Bangladesh is a homogeneous country with no religious, ethnic or other
forms of cultural conflicts
• Bangladesh is one of the largest contributors to UN peacekeeping forces
and missions and the records of the forces have been exemplary and laudable

Attractive Incentives Schemes:

Bangladesh offers most attractive investments incentives across sectors and
locations.
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Fiscal & Tax Incentives:
• Tax holiday: 5 to 7 yrs for

sector. Govt. of Bangladesh has undertaken efforts to build 100 economic zone
in the country.
The regulatory framework for the EZ is as under:

selected sectors Upto 10 yrs for
infrastructure Upto 12 years for

• Bangladesh EZ Act, 2010

EZs

• Bangladesh Economic Zones (Appointment of Developer, etc) Rules,2014

• Accelerated depreciation in

• Draft Policy of Private EZ, 2014 and update

lieu of tax holiday
• Double tax avoidance under
DTTs

Key Features:
• Comprehensive industrial Infrastructure

• Tariff concessions on importing

• Development under PPP (Private Public Partnership) model

capital machinery and import of

• Owned and regulated by the government, but managed by the private

raw materials

sector

• Bonded warehousing

• Encompasses multiple business sectors within each zone
• Combines both bonded and non-bonded area

Others:
• Fast Track Approvals of Citi-

• EZ includes non processing & domestic area

zenship

• includes FDI and local investment

• Permanent Residency
• Quick Immigration
• Skilled Work Permits
• NRB Preferences
Financial Incentives:
• Cash incentives

Govt EZ’s:
19 EZ comprising 17051 acres of land
Mongla, Mirsharai, Anwara-1, Sherpur, Sirajganj Sadar & Belkuchi, Shreepur,
Taknaf, Anwara-2, Karanigonj, Jamalpur sadar, Sonarga, Bhola sadar, Ashugonj,
Debiganj, Narsingdi Sadar, Shibaloy, Bheramara, Agailjhara, Nilphamari Sadar.
Private EZ’s:
3 EZ’s comprising 908 acres of land

• Exporting selected products

Polash (AK Khan), Gajaria ( Abdul Monem PEZ), Gajaria (Garments Shilpa Park

• Export Development Fund

BGMEA, PSEZ),

• Equity Entrepreneurship Fund
• Access to infra fund facilities
(IPFF)
has taken measures to build Economic Zones in the country. As of

Recommendation of Foreign Borrow-

Recommend for bringing foreign

ing

loan for industrial enterprises as per
guidelines to Bangladesh

Approval of Royalty and Technical

Support foreign companies to remit

Assistance Fees

royalty, technical assistance and
technical know fees to their parent

now 22 zones are selected comprising 17000 acres of land were
demarcated in which 19 are in the
public sector and 3 are in the private

company
Facilitation of Setting up Liaison/

Approve for opening of Branch, Liai-

Branch Office

son and representative offices of the
foreign companies
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Facilitation services:

amended to enhance labour market
efficiency. Various pro investors

Responding to investment-related

Responds in person or in communi-

queries

cation to investors various queries
related to various elements of investment decisions.

Guidance on doing business in Ban-

On a daily basis guidance is given to

gladesh

prospective investors to help their
investment decisions

Support in forming statutes policies

Expert opinion is given while forming

and regulations

policies related with investment such
as Sector-specific legislations/regulations, policies, custom and excise
duties, taxation, investment and

measures are undertaken to match
the global pace.

Why Bangladesh?
A Winning Combination
Bangladesh is a winning combination of competitive market, business-friendly environment and
competitive cost structure that can
give you best returns.

trade agreements, etc.

Strong growth prospects:

Investment guidance and advice in

Undertake promotional measures

The economy of Bangladesh is

specific sectors

to promote specific sector having
potentials and advise accordingly
related stakeholders

BOI Online Service Tracking (BOST)

BOST is used to track services applied
by clients. This ensures transparency
and efficiency.

Online Processing of Visa and Work

This services helps expatriates to

Permits

avail visa and work permit facility
convenient for the investors.

Online Processing of Foreign Borrow-

Companies that are willing to avail

ings

foreign loan will be supported by
this services reducing the time and
processes.

on trade, rationalizing tariff rates and improving export incentives.
On the legal and administrative front, the government has initiated measures
to give greater autonomy and independence to the judiciary - a pre-requisite as
viewed by investors, for the restoration of confidence in the judicial system.
Relevant commercial laws such as The Company Law, securities laws has been
updated and modernized. The financial reporting act has been passed to ensure transparency of financial reporting. The Industrial Relations Act has been

currently 170 billion USD which according to IMF will rise to 322 billion
USD creating enormous economic
opportunities
Large educated and motivated youth
57% of the population is under 25
yrs old
High literacy rate (72%) among
youths aged 15-24
Inspired young, hungry for work and
growth
2 million youth entering in job market each year
Strategic location, regional connectivity and worldwide access

Bangladesh is strategically located next to India, China and ASEAN
markets. As the South Asian Free
Trade Area (SAFTA) comes into force,
investors in Bangladesh
Already the second largest garments
exporter globally with other sectors
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coming up such as IT outsourcing, ceramics, light engineering, etc.
Progress on SAFTA, BIMSTEC talks.
Increasing urbanization
Urbanization rate is fast; will double over the next four decades
rapid industrialization, infrastructure development and demographic shifts.
Dhaka will be the world’s 5th largest city with a population of 19 million by 2019
(UN forecasts )

Why Invest in Bangladesh?
Policies and Reforms
• Continued reforms taking place embracing global best practices
• A positive attitude among policy makers towards undertaking reforms for
business growth
• A special high-level committee works for policy and regulatory improvement
Appealing incentives
• Offering a whole range of investment incentives and benefits
• All fiscal, financial and other types of incentives are competitive among
similar locations
Market Access
• Bangladesh has a large domestic market of more than 160 million people
• Middle class (with purchasing power) is growing fast
• Has access to regional market of about 3.0 billion people through regional
and bilateral integration in South Asia
• Bangladesh has preferred market access (global reach) to large developed
markets
• ASEAN /East Asian investors can utilize Bangladesh as an export springboard to the world •
McKinsey & Co. in its latest survey Viewed “Bangladesh is still No. 1,”as the
global sourcing hub for RMG

There is no restriction on the
amount of share of investment.
Foreign investors are eligible to take
advantage of a wide range of generous tax concessions and other fiscal

The Deutsche Bank AG, Germany commented Bangladesh having Robust economic growth pattern, Comfortable buffer against external shocks, favorable

incentives and facilities.
Investment in Bangladesh is se-

external liquidity profile

cure vis-à-vis nationalization and

The World Bank has on July 1, 2015, categorized Bangladesh as a Low Middle

ment Bangladesh is signatory to

expropriation. To facilitate invest-

Income Country (LMIC), up from Low Income Country (LIC)

Multilateral Investment Guarantee

Investment climate of Bangladesh:

Group, Overseas Private Invest-

The broad investment climate of Bangladesh is very much conducive to investors. The successive government of Bangladesh has given highest priority in
augmenting private investment in Bangladesh. The regime is considered as the
most competitive in South Asia.

Agency (MIGA) of the World Bank
ment Corporation (OPIC) of USA and
International Centre for Settlement
of Investment Disputes (ICSID) and
also a member of World Association
of Investment Promotion Agencies
(WAIPA), World Intellectual Property
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Organization (WIPO) and World Trade Organization (WTO).
BOI Functions are broadly catego• Bangladesh is one of the top exporters of readymade garments to US &

rized into three areas:

Europe

• Investment promotion;

• Risk factors for FDI are the minimum in Bangladesh

• Investment Facilitation (ap-

• Bangladesh never posted negative economic growth during the past 30

proval, recommendations and

years

aftercare)
• Policy Advocacy

Country credit ratings:
Moody’s Investors’ service has rated Bangladesh BA3 and Standard and Poor’s
has rated it BB- for the consecutive 6th year. These have been achieved with
Stable real GDP growth and strong external balances and also helped Bangladesh to achieve BB- rating with stable outlook from Fitch Ratings for the first
time.
Public private partnership (PPP):
PPP is a key element of the 6th Five Year Plan to deliver infrastructure investments required to achieve our target of graduating to a Middle Income Country
by 2021. As of now 44 projects are in various stages of implementation appx.
worth around 14 billion USD.
The objectives of this Policy and Strategy are to:
• Spell out the principles of partnership with private sector for undertaking
various projects related to infrastructure as well as public service delivery;
• Define an institutional framework, which is conducive and efficient in handling the PPP projects as well as effective to protect public interest; and
• Ensure balance between risk and reward for both the government and
private partners
What PPPO doses:
• Identify and Screen eligible projects
• Develop projects to a standard attractive for international competitive
bidding
• Ensure tendering in a robust and transparent process.
• Facilitate Financing for PPP projects
• Oversee the commercial negotiation of PPP contracts
• Monitor and Support sector line ministries during the implementation
phase of PPP
Economic Zones:
To mitigate land crisis for industrial use and to create fully serviced industrial
zone govt.
BOI and its Responsibility
Board of Investment (BOI) was created under Investment Board Act 1989 to:
“encourage investment in the industry in private sector and to promote necessary facilities and assistance in the establishment of industries”.
The act mandated BOI as an organization for promoting and facilitating private
sector investment.
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Regulatory services
Registration of New Industries

Approve to start up as an industry

Facilitation of Utility Services

Facilitate with relevant agencies
getting gas, water, electricity etc.
connections

Visa Recommendation

For the foreign workers and investors
to enter into Bangladesh with proper authority both for industries
and commercial offices

Work Permit Issue

Issued to expatriates to
work and stay in Bangladesh for definite period

Recommendation for IRC

To facilities industries to import capital machineries and raw materials for
industry use.

		

Matchmaking services:
Helping identify and connect with

Supporting potential foreign inves-

potential joint venture partners/

tors to match with local investors

technical collaborations

interested to form any convenient
collaboration in the form of Joint
venture, technical assistance, technology transfer etc.
BOI has introduced many online ser-

Handholding support for investments:

vices as a part of Digital Bangladesh
initiatives:

Coordinating meetings with relevant

Organize visit, meetings with various

authorities

govt. and private agencies to facilitate investors for their investment
decisions

Addressing concerns faced by indi-

Issues relating to individual compa-

vidual companies

nies on their smooth operation are
raised with government departments

This online service enable investors
to register their investment project
online reducing time to one day.
It is globally established that Bangladesh is a winning combination
with its competitive business-friendly environment and cost structure

		

that can give best returns.

One stop service at BOI:
One stop service at BOI is invigorated to ser

Online Registration Services (ORS)

ve the investors at one stretch in

pre and post investment facilitation. Related agencies such as power division,
Petro Bangla, National Board of Revenue, WASA, Department of Environment,
BTCL and Bangladesh Bank officials are deputed in BOI to facilitate investors in
their utility needs and to provide those services at one place.

Our invitation to all investors is:
“Locate and Invest in Bangladesh: Be a partner of Bangladesh’s inspiring growth story”.
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Our Identity
Dukhu Bangal

‘If I don’t have the opportunity to order ...’
‘Fight against the enemies with what you have ...’
We had none but you;
Your fascinating smile was what we relied on.
This country of drought hardly gets drenched in March.
But in this very month a strip of cloud
roared from your heart to turn into a downpour.
Like a messenger dove the clouds
drifted along every nook and cranny of Bangladesh.
The blood of the people of this country and the water of rivers
mingled in this drenched human habitation.
We jumped into a dreadful ocean
in quest of our mother’s pearl-studded necklace.
We jumped into the fire to find our father
for we were in need of a ‘real father’.
We started flying constantly like torn pieces of cloth
to lie nestled in our poor mother’s sari.
Eventually we achieved everything – everything became ours.
Now when we run away from our mother
hiding her precious necklace she giggles.
Thousands of years or more than that
without knowing father’s identity like Satyakam
the seventy million Satyakams
finally unearthed their father’s identity.
Deeply we inhale the smell of purity of our motherland in her blue sari.
Eventually we achieved everything – everything became ours.
Before ten months and ten days
the baby who burst out of its mother’s placenta
proclaiming its existence was named bloodstained Bangladesh.
Humble tears of joy of one hundred and forty million eyes
moisten the grass of our own map.
Simultaneously the exuberant laughter of the youth reverberated in the air.
We inherited from our ancestors this laughter and the tear–
glorious mementos of our paternal identity.
We had none but you.
At your behest we sacrificed our lives to be descendants of martyrs.
It was your orders that gave us a new identity–
the heroic race with a crown.
It was only your orders that inspired us to hazard our lives
while crawling through the ravine as long as the great wall of China.
And then only in nine months we won freedom.
Eventually we achieved everything – everything became ours.
Translation: Saera Habib
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Economic Zones of Bangladesh
The safe destination of
your investment
Mohammed Ayub
Secretary, Executive Board
Bangladesh Economic Zones Authority
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Establishing of Economic Zones in Bangladesh is a historic

The land area is covered by the 59 economic zones is

initiative of the present government. Hon’ble Prime Minis-

42000 acres. We have been working to establish 2 eco-

ter of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh Sheikh Hasina

nomic zones for the Japanese investors, 1 economic zone

has taken this commendable initiative for materializing

for the Chinese investors and 2 economic zones for the In-

the dream of the Father of the Nation of Bangabandhu

dian investors on G to G basis.. BEZA’s vision is to become

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman to create “Sonar Bangla”. “Charter

a sustainable development driving force and a world class

for Change” the election manifesto of the present govern-

investment promoters and service provider to ensure

ment in 2008 proclaimed the “Vision 2021”, among others,

quality of life of the people.

the important one is to achieve middle income status
by 2021, the 50th anniversary of our independence. The

Its mission is to persistently create value for the investors

“Vision 2021” is nothing but the resurrection of the dream

by establishing attractive investment facilities in the eco-

“Sonar Bangla”.

nomic zones through One Stop Service and competitive
incentive packages.

Bangladesh has demonstrated strong economic fundamentals with a consistent GDP growth rate of over 6

Its core values are Customer satisfaction, team working,

percent over the last 7 years. The projected GDP growth

free flow of information, participation and involvement,

rate is 7% in 2015-16 and this will continue to grow in the

never stop learning, networking and effective Public Pri-

years ahead. Out of 58 countries with a population of at

vate Partnership.

least 20 million each, only 17, including Bangladesh, China,
India and Sri Lanka, achieved an average

Why Bangladesh is your optimal destination of investment

In order to become a middle income country, Bangladesh
Government established Bangladesh Economic Zones

1. Consistent Economic Growth: Despite ups-and-downs

Authority (BEZA) through the promulgation of Bangla-

in the global economy and the subsequent slump in

desh Economic Zones Act, 2010.Our Hon’ble Prime Minister

growth, Bangldesh’s economy has been maintaining

instructed all concerned to strike a fine balance between

an impressive growth rate of more than 6% on average

protecting the environment and ensuring the develop-

over the last 10-years.

ment. Keeping this in view, all development works have
been going on in the Economic Zones at a rapid pace

2. Industrious low-cost work force: Bangladesh offers a

without hampering the environment.

well-educated, highly adaptive and industrious workforce with economic wage level, proven by its remark-

“Vision 2021” of Bangladesh is to achieve the status of a

able success in RMG manufacturing and export. About

middle-income country by 2021.

57.3% of the population is under 25, providing a youthful
group for recruitment. In each year around 2 million

Vision 2021

BEZA objective

Ensuring

• Develop 100 Economic Zones in the

broad-based

country over the next fifteen

growth

years.
• Create employment opportunities
for 10 million People
• Establish backward linkage industries in Economic Zones to meet
requirements of local economy.

Addressing

• Attract foreign investors for devel-

globalization

opment and operation of Economic

and regional

Zones.

cooperation

• Encourage PPP in development and
operation of economic zones.
• Foster to make export worth USD 40
billion from only the Economic Zones
by 2030

youth is entering in the job market.
3. Low Cost Energy : Energy prices in Bangladesh are
much cheaper compared to neighboring countries.
4. Strategic location of Economic Zones: The Locations
of economic zones of the country have been chosen,
based on regional connectivity, proximity to
• 1st in region on ‘protecting investors’
• 1st in region on ‘ease of paying tax’
Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO) in its 2014-15
survey mentioned that Bangladesh has continued to be
an attractive destination for Japanese companies to do
business due to its lower production cost and labor wage
compared to those of 19 countries in Asia and Oceania.
In comparison to Japan, the cost of production in Bangladesh is less than half, (49.5 percent), while it is 81.9
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percent in China, 73 percent in Vietnam and 80.6 percent

investment both money and technology, it would be

in India.

achievable only if we have been able to create hassle-free

Category of Economic Zones at a glance

environment for the investors in setting up industries and
running their business. The essence is to reduce the cost

1. PPP Economic Zones-Established through public and

of doing business in Bangladesh if we want to reach the

private partnership (PPP) by local or foreign individuals,

middle-income country status.

body or organizations;
2. Private Economic Zones-Established individually or
jointly by local, non-resident Bangladeshis of foreign

Creating a caring • Initiatives towards poverty reducsociety

• Creating employment opportunities

investors, body, business organizations or groups;

for 10 million People.
• Establishing backward linkage

3. Government Economic Zones-Established and owned

industries .

by the Government;

• Steps to implement social rights
of workers and creating conductive

4. Special Economic Zones-Established privately or by

employer-employee relationship

public private partnership or by the government initiative, for establishing any kind of specialized industry or
commercial organization;

Ensuring effec-

• Monitoring of activities of its own

tive governance

and of economic zone developers to
ensure infrastructure development

5. G2G Economic Zones-Established upon initiative by

• Encourage efficient management

the government of a foreign country of the Government

and monitor programs for imple-

of Bangladesh and/or in partnership between Govern-

menting commitments on environ-

ment of Bangladesh
GDP growth of six percent and more shows the World
Bank’s analysis of growth performance of countries in a
decade till 2014. Bangladesh graduated to a lower middle
income nation from a low income one. Bangladesh’s per
capita income now stands at $1,314. And the government

tion program.

ment and other matters
Mitigating im-

• Encourage business organization

pacts of climate

to relocate polluting and unplanned

change

industries from metropolitan cities
through establishing separate economic zones for different industries.

aims to treble it to over $4,000 by 2021.Over the last
seven years, Bangladesh has set an example to the world
by showing them how development and high inclusive
growth is possible even in the face of natural and manmade heavy odds.
Bangladesh is striving hard to reach the milestone of
middle-income status by 2021. The country needs foreign

BEZA is committed to provide serviced land to the investors with all infrastructural and utility facilities. At this
moment we are working with 59 economic zones out of
which 8 are private economic zones.
The highways, access to ports, abundance of labor force,
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and backward linkage opportunities.
1. Competitive Incentives to the Economic Zone devel-

as well as to the unit investors in the economic zones:For Developers:

opers and Units established in the Economic Zones :

1. Income Tax exemption in a block of 10 years out of 15

The government provided similar fiscal and financial

years.

incentives and benefits to industrial units as provided

2. Exemption from custom and excise duties;

to the industrial units covered under Bangladesh Export

3. Exemption of stamp duty and registration fees for

Processing Zones Authority Act, 1980 and Bangladesh

land registration for

Private Export Processing Zone Act, 1996. Bangladesh

4. Exemption of stamp duty and registration fees for

the

first time;

offers the most liberal FDI regime in South Asia, allow-

land registration of

ing 100% foreign equity with unrestricted exit policy,

5. Exemption from dividend tax; and

remittance of royality, facilities, equity and dividend.

6. Exemption from Tax on income from service charges.

loan/credit

document;

7. VAT Exemption on electricity or taxes on sale (for 10
2. Polices and reforms

years)

• Continued reforms taking place embracing global

8. VAT Exemption on local purchase excluding petro-

best practices

leum products;

• A positive attitude among policy makers towards
undertaking reforms for business growth.

For Unit Investors:

• A special high-level committee works for policy and
regulatory improvement.

1. Tax Holiday up to 100%
2. Duty free import for capital Machineries, Construc-

3. Market Access:

tion Materials and Raw Materials;

• Bangladesh has a large domestic market of nearby

3. Exemption from dividend tax

160 million.

(after tax holiday period is elapsed)

• Middle class (with purchasing power) is growing fast.

4. Full repatriation of Capital and dividend;

• Access to regional market of about 3.0 billion people

5. No ceiling of FDI;

through regional and bilateral integration in South

6. 100% backward linkage raw-materials and accesso-

Asia

ries to sell for EOI in DTA;

• Bangladesh has preferred market access (global

7. 20% sale of finished product to DTA.

reach) to large developed markets

8. Sub-contracting with DTA

• ASEAN/East Asian investors can utilize Bangladesh

9. 50% exemption of stamp duty and registration fees;

as an export springboard to the world.

10. Exemption of VAT on all utility services

allowed;

11. Duty exemption on export;
4. According to doing business report 1014 Bangladesh

12. Exemption of customs Duty for

stands in the south Asian region in the following posi-

cles;

tions:

13. Exemption of Double taxation

import of vehisubject to Double

• The 2nd easiest place for Doing Business in the SA

taxation

agreement;

region

14. Exemption of Salary income from IT for expatriates;

• 2nd easiest place in the region to do business

15. Export Processing Area of Economic

• 2nd in region on ‘starting a business’

as the Custom Bonded Area

and Government of a foreign country; and

16. Foreign Loan is permissible;

Zone declared

17. FC Account for non-residents permissible;
5. Economic Zones-Established in collaboration with

18. FC Account for both local and joint venture industry

and/or partnership between Government Authorities or

permissible;

Organizations.

19. Foreign Investors to be free to enter into JV;
20. Tax exemption on royalties technical fees etc.

Incentive Package Offered to the Investors

21. Tax exemption on capital gains from transfer of
share;

We all know that without attractive incentive package, no

22. Provision of transfer of shares by foreign sharehold-

investors will come forward to invest in economic zones.

ers to local shareholders and investors;

Keeping this in mind and considering the incentive pack-

23. Issuance of work permits to foreigners is allowed up

age offered by our competitor countries BEZA has been

to 5% of total officers/employees of an industrial unit;

offering following multiple incentives to the developers

24. Re-investment of remittable dividend will be treated
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as new foreign investment;
25. Resident visa for investment of
US$75,000 or more;
26. Citizenship for investment of US$
500,000 or more.
Conclusion
Throughout the world more than 100 countries are operating several thousand economic zones with huge diversity in terms of objectives, design and implementation. This poses
challenges and opportunities to the policy
makers and private sectors. In the developing
world the trend of establishment of economic
zones is increasing. It is important to learn
from the past experience of different countries. During the process of zone development the framework should cover investment
and job creation, ensuring dynamic benefits
and sustainability.
Successful zone programs require an environment of flexibility for most effective
utilization of comparative advantage of the
resources of a country. It is not enough to
rely on fiscal incentives and low wage cost,
rather it is crucial to facilitate more effective business environment to encourage
firm-level competitiveness, local integration,
innovation and social and environmental
sustainability. For a business enabling atmosphere it will require proactive, flexible and
creative approaches to address the potential
macroeconomic constraints and unpredicted
challenges.
International Success Stories and other
related issues
Bangladesh is the first among developing
countries which had created a trust fund
from its own resources to address adverse
impacts on climate change. Taka 3 thousand
crore has so far been allocated to this fund.
In recognition of government’s achievement
to face environment and climate change
issues, Honourable Prime Minister of the Government of Bangladesh has been awarded by
the United Nations Environment programme
(UNEP) ‘Champions of the Earth’ award for
her leadership role on environmental management in Bangladesh.
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Independence Day Morning
Syed Shamsul Haq

I’ve kept my door open this morning
All sorts of light streams in
At times the farm land looks so green
At times dawn’s sun completely crimson!
A highway flooded with slogans—and plumb in the middle
Of the floodwater I see a boat sail,
On its mast a nation dreaming of days to come
Certainly, history promised us just such an Independence Day dawn
I saw just such a dawn
When peering into the future
And singing morning’s raga bhairavi every now and then.
Independence!
It’s the garland in my heart!
It’s the wing with which I fly.
It’s for you that this day the familial world appears so striking,
The heart still seems a highway,
The river still appears to be coursing its way with so graceful a motion,
And it’s for you that Mujib’s face adorns every Bengali canvas!
In one life I built such a boat,
And with the mechanics of independence
And the sound of water
Lapping out of my heart and flowing into my ears
I’ve been handling the cycle of the fool moon and the new one—
In only one life! In all these years
With this very boat, O independence
We’ve been traversing history
And the Golden Bengal of thirteen hundred rivers
Of such bubbling sounds and oceanic dreams
Has been coming closer and closer to us with every passing year!
Translation: Fakrul Alam
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BEPZA:
Towards an Economically
Prosperous Bangladesh
Major General Mohd Habibur Rahman Khan,
ndc, psc
Executive Chairman
Bangladesh Export Processing Zones Authority
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Introduction
The story of BEPZA is one of pride
and honor in Bangladesh, a saga of
decade long hard work and dedication to bring dream into reality. From
a modest beginning it has changed
into a distinguishable force committed to build up a nation that not
only has will to fight against odds
but also has the determination to
grow. BEPZA provides a climate for
investment to thrive, to generate
employment, to bolster industrialization and to accelerate export
resulting in a strengthening economic base of the country. The EPZs Authority operates under the guidance
of the Honorable Prime Minister who
is the Chairperson of BEPZA Board
of Governors. BEPZA has grown from
a single zone to eight strategically
located EPZs and the majority of
its done by the Honourable Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina.
Remarkable Success in last 7 years
The primary function of an EPZ is
to provide a special enclave for the
investors for a secured, potential
and friendly investment opportunity.
From the inception BEPZA has been
engaged in attracting foreign and
local investment with a maxim as
“Asia’s Low Cost Production Base”;
now it is lauded as ‘Bonanza for the
Investors’ from all corners of the
globe. BEPZA achieved remarkable
growth in last 7 years, it has attained
US$ 2238.51 million in investment
which shows growth of 147.76%, export earned US$ 31724.72 with growth

187.47%, generation of employment

marching ahead with an area of only

2,33,117 that’s growth 123.29% and

2,307.27 acres of land; BEPZA con-

new operating industries were 160

tributes around one-fifth to national

with growth 44.14% during 2009-15

exports & investment (particularly

compared to the 2002-08 period.

in manufacturing sectors). BEPZA’s

Mentionable that, in the previous 7

success can only be illustrated by

years i.e. 2002-08 investment gained

its spectacular achievement 453

US$ 903.49 million, export made US$

industries operating in eight EPZs,

11035.75 million, employment gener-

an incredible employment of nearly

ated 1,04,397 persons and operating

half a million workers, an investment

industries were 111 nos.

portfolio of nearly US$ 4 billion and

Achievement in 2014-15 Fiscal Year

export reach at US$ 49.88 billion. A
low cost of production, availability

The Prime Minister’s Office awarded

of trained workforce and a safety net

a certificate to BEPZA, recognizing its

of policies and procedures are what

hard work, dedication and profes-

entrepreneurs from 38 countries find

sionalism on an amazing success in

upon deciding to invest in EPZs. The

accomplishing KPI targets of 2014-15

investors are manufacturing tradi-

year to implement Vision 2021. In

tional and diversified products which

2014-15 fiscal year BEPZA gained in-

are mostly world famous brand.

vestment US$ 406.35 million, export-

Invested Countries

ed goods worth US$ 6113.49 million,
created employment opportunity for

Investment Climate in EPZs

31,084 Bangladeshi nationals and 14

The geo-regional locations of EPZs

new industries became operational.

provide a comparative advantage
providing easy connections to the

Cumulative Scenarios of BEPZA

rest of the world. An unceasing flow

Bangladesh EPZs Authority is

of highly motivated, trained and
dedicated workforce also provides
a productive and efficient workflow. Further, BEPZA provides fully
serviced plots and standard factory
buildings including infrastructure
and utility facilities to the investors
for setting up industry at moderate
cost.
BEPZA has allowed to setting up
hi-tech eco-friendly service oriented
industries in order to ensure maxi-
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mum protection of environment. It

to sell; Sub-contracting with export

Workers Welfare and Compliances

has introduced and encouraged the

oriented industries are allowed;

BEPZA is devoted to enhance of em-

use of green energies—Solar Panels

10% sale of finished products to DTA

ployment opportunities and workers’

& Solar Street Lights, installation of

under certain conditions is permis-

welfare. Employment pattern of EPZs

LED light, introducing Waste Heat

sible; Import and Export on Cutting

shows that EPZs have been making

Recovery System, Power Plants, Cen-

Manufacturing / Cutting Manufactur-

significant contribution to poverty

tral Effluent Treatment Plants (CETP),

ing Packing/ Cutting Manufacturing

alleviation through extensive em-

Water Treatment Plant (WTP) and

Trimming basis allowed;

ployment generation as well as the
empowerment of women. Among the

Tree Plantation.
Attractive Package of Incentives for
Investors
Fiscal:

Intra/inter zone Sub-contracting and

total workforce of EPZs, a staggering

transfer of goods allowed; No UD,

two-thirds are women. Moreover, un-

IRC, ERC and renewal of bond license

der the directives of the Honorable

required.

Prime Minister, BEPZA has undertaken a project to build dormitories for

5-7 years Tax holiday period under

One Stop Facilities:

certain condition; Exemption from

BEPZA offers One Window Same Day

tribution to the national economy.

income tax on salaries of foreign

service; Simplified Project Approv-

The Government has enacted “The

technician for 3 years; Duty free im-

al procedure; Work Permits issued

EPZ Workers Welfare Association

port of raw & construction materials,

by BEPZA; Import & Export Permits

(WWA) and Industrial Relations Act,

machineries, equipments; Duty free

issued by EPZ within the same day

2010” to ensure the rights and wel-

export of finished goods; Relief from

through automation system; Cus-

fare of the workers. In the past seven

double taxation; Exemption from

toms clearance at the factory site;

years, wages of the EPZ workers’

dividend tax for tax holiday peri-

Investors are required to deal only

have been increased twice in 2010

od; Duty free import of two / three

with BEPZA for investment and all

and 2013 under direction of the Hon-

vehicles; Full repatriation of profit;

other operational needs.

orable Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina.

capital and establishment.
Non-Fiscal:
No ceiling on foreign investment;
100% foreign ownership permissible;
Enjoys GSP benefits and MFN status
for certain countries; Foreign currency loan from abroad under direct
automatic route (OBU facilities);
Non-resident Foreign Currency
Deposit (NFCD) allowed for A-type
industries; Operation of FC account
by ‘B’ and ‘C’ type industries allowed;
100% backward linkage including raw
materials, accessories are allowed

female workers to support their con-
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in the IFC-CEO Gender Award for
women empowerment among 27
nominees within IFC Regional.
The Financial Times of London,
FDI Magazine Survey Result for
Chittagong EPZ—
• 3rd Best Cost Competitive Zone
in the World
• 4th in the Best Economic Potential for 2010-11 among the 700
Economic Zones
• 9th in FDI Global Free Zone of the
Future 2012-13
Conclusion
BEPZA has created a standard in
terms of attracting investment, acLabour & Appellate Tribunal is work-

BEPZA strictly monitors the work-

ing to solve labour related disputes

place safety including social and

in EPZs. Meanwhile, BEPZA regularly

environmental compliances through

organizes training, awareness and

its Industrial Relations Crew, Social

motivational program for the WWA

& Environmental Counselors cum In-

members including workforces.

spector. BEPZA has strong Firefight-

Further, workers enjoy a 10% annual

ing Team in every EPZ who arranges

increment on basic, free medical,

regular drill. The Engineering De-

food and transport along with their

partments of EPZ’s strictly monitors

wages. They also enjoy conveyance

the building code.

& night allowance, house rent, maternity & overtime benefit, festival &

Laurels in EPZ’s Crown

attendance bonus, provident fund,

BEPZA has been recognized for

insurance and other benefits etc.

creating safe and secured industrial

Besides, BEPZA has its own Medi-

friendly environment for investors as

cal Center, Public School, Day Care

well as workforce of EPZs.

Center and Canteen facilities inside
the zone.

Mentionable are:
• 2nd Runner-Up position achieved

celeration & diversification of export
and generation of employment for
others to emulate. It plays a pivotal
role in the socio-economic development of the nation.
BEPZA welcomes international
entrepreneurs to utilize their foreign
investments in the EPZs of Bangladesh because it is the right place to
gain optimum profit within a safety
net of compliance, security and
opportunity.
The EPZs Authority is destined to
reach the zenith of triumph to build
an economically prosperous Bangladesh. BEPZA is determined to keep
this glorious success story rolling
and pledges to turn Vision 2021 into
fruition.
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